
 
 

For more than 40 years, NACD has served as the authority on boardroom education and has worked – 

together with its members – to elevate board performance. Integral to that mission is the advancement of 

diversity, equity, and inclusion in the boardroom and within the organizations our members serve. 

The NACD DE&I Awards highlight forward-thinking boards that leverage the power of diversity, equity, and 

inclusion to enhance their governance and create long-term value. The 2022 awards will be presented to 

five separate organizations. Nominated boards will be assessed based on how the board’s composition, 

culture, and practices align with the company’s DE&I objectives, how the DE&I approaches impact the 

organization and external stakeholders, and how the company’s DE&I initiatives have driven innovation. 

These winners will be chosen by an independent, external selection committee, and announced at the 

NACD DE&I Awards Gala at Gotham Hall in New York City on Wednesday, December 7, 2022. 

Required Submission Information:  

1. Your contact information, including name, title, company name and address, email address, and phone 

number. 

2. Name of the board you are nominating, address, board representative name, email, and phone number, 

and a brief description of the organization. 

3. Organization Type: 

a. Public Company – Large Cap 

b. Public Company – Mid Cap 

c. Public Company – Small Cap 

d. Private company 

e. Not-for-profit company 

4. What are the organization’s diversity, equity, and inclusion (DE&I) and/or belonging objectives?  

5. How does the organization define and measure the success of its DE&I objectives? Please include 

metrics/goals if applicable.  

6. Describe how the board’s composition, culture, and practices align with the company’s DE&I 

objectives. 

7. How do DE&I initiatives permeate not only the organization internally, but also its external 

stakeholders (e.g., the company’s relationship with its supply chain, business partners, customers, 

communities, etc.)?  

8. In what ways have DE&I efforts spurred innovation at the company?  

9. As the board and organization created and executed on its DE&I objectives, goal, and initiatives, what 

were some surprising challenges, successes, and/or lessons learned?  

10. OPTIONAL: Is there any additional information you would like to provide that has not been addressed 

via the questions above?  

Supporting Documentation  

Although the selection committee will rely heavily on the answers provided to the questions above, you may 

provide additional supporting documentation with your submission, not to exceed a total of 10 pages in 

length. 


